Mission Summary:

Previously on the Vesuvius: The crew was sent to sector 112 to investigate a metryon gas cloud that was supposedly affecting ships and their crews it comes in contact with.

Sensors detected the gas cloud and as they approached to investigate, propulsion failed.  Without warp or impulse the ship became vulnerable to the affects of the gas cloud.

As the ship came into contact with the cloud, the crew began to change.  Physically, they changed in height, shape and matter as they became more 'animated'. 

Now the crew is trying to find a way out of the gas cloud and a way to reverse the effects of exposure.

Host Susan B says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host CO Royce says:
:: Steps from the turbolift and looks around... ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Stand looking at her panel then at her hooves wondering how she is going to manage to do her job ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Picks up her cane and looks around for the bird chasin' feline ::

XO Kelson says:
:: At command, twirling his phaser like a six shooter ::

CMO Blade says:
:: Walks off the bridge and into turbolift ::

Host CO Royce says:
Self2:  My, my...look at the chaos...

Host CO Royce says:
Self:  Yes, yes...just look...

XO Kelson says:
:: Sees Captain enter the bridge ::

CEO McGregor says:
:: On the battle bridge ::   Self: Nice hat

XO Kelson says:
CO: Dagnabit, Captain.  It's about time you got back in the saddle...Who’s yer friend?

CMO Blade says:
Computer: Sickbay.

CSO Lane says:
:: Lays her cane on the science console as she sees the rodents enter the
bridge ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Moves further onto the Bridge, hoping she doesn't get run over... ::

CEO McGregor says:
:: Scurries back to Main Engineering ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks over to self2 and points... ::   XO:  That's me...and I'm me...

CMO Blade says:
:: Walks off turbolift and into Sickbay ::

XO Kelson says:
CO: Great horny toads!  You ain't a lyin'!

Host Susan B says:
ACTION: Sparks fly from the OPS console as it pulls away from the bulk head.

CSO Lane says:
XO: You want I should whack them Sam?   :: Picks up her cane again ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Both her selves walk under the CTO console and hops down to the Command deck... ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Dives for cover ::

XO Kelson says:
CSO: Naw, little lady.  I think these critters are safe enough...

CEO McGregor says:
Self: Must get the engines on line.

Host CO Royce says:
XO: Any luck moving us from this location, Commander?

Host CO Royce says:
Self2:  Yes, yes...we need to move from here...any luck?

TO Horn says:
Self: There I should be safe all the way up here.

CMO Blade says:
Self: I'd better get working on a cure for this.

CEO McGregor says:
:: Enters Main Engineering and begins rerouting power to Main Engines::

CSO Lane says:
:: Titters ::   XO: Sure Yosemite.   :: Turns back to her console adjusting her
bun ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Peers back over her shoulder pointing at her console ::

Host Susan B says:
ACTION: As OPS hits the floor, her pink pig skin changes to dark brown feathers and her height shrinks further as she becomes a chicken hawk.

XO Kelson says:
CO: Haven't been able to think to straight since I grew this mustache, Ma'am.  But if we don't move soon, we could get blown to smithereenies!

Host CO Royce says:
XO:  Yes, yes...we have to move...but...   :: Looks at her fur...then to her other self... ::

CEO McGregor says:
Self: Must be that Rabbit doing this

Host CO Royce says:
XO: I have no way to contact Engineering

CMO Blade says:
:: Works on a cure ::

Host Susan B says:
ACTION: The ledge that the TO is settled on gives way as he grows rapidly in size...his feathers turning from yellow to white.

CEO McGregor says:
Self: Earthlings

TO Horn says:
Self: I say this is not a good predicament.

TO Horn says:
Self: That dog must be responsible, and I know, I say I know just what to do.

CSO Lane says:
:: Calls out ::   All: Oh Tweety, where are you my precious?

Host CO Royce says:
Self2:  Yes, yes...we need to contact Engineering.  We need to move from here.

CMO Blade says:
:: Puts Corzanium and Quartazine together ::

Host CO Royce says:
<Self2>: Yes, yes...I agree.  Let's move from here

CMO Blade says:
Self: Eureka! I think I got it.   :: Excited ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Looks down at the console and taps the buttons ::   Self: Oh my, look at that.

XO Kelson says:
:: Sam hits his comm badge to contact engineering ::   CEO: Yosemite...galdarn it...I mean Kelson to MacGregor...You down there, ya big galut?

Host Susan B says:
ACTION: The two medicines react to one another and the liquid foams out of the vial.

TO Horn says:
:: Starts off looking for Dog ::

CMO Blade says:
::walks out of Sickbay and into the turbolift::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Both her selves hop onto the center chair... ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Moves to XO chair ::

TO Horn says:
Self: Now I wonder where that dog could be.

CEO McGregor says:
:: Taps comm badge :: XO: Galut?  My name is McGregor, or is it Marvin? Yes I am here.

CMO Blade says:
Self: Uh-oh better get this to the bridge and fast.

TO Horn says:
:: Steps into the turbolift ::

XO Kelson says:
Self: I know that fur-bearnin' critter is around here somewheres...

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks around and sees the main OPS console is out of commission... ::   OPS:  Looks like you'll have to man the Secondary station...

Host Susan B says:
ACTION: Both Kelson and Lane begin to change, their skin turning to grey fur, and their ears growing to that of long eared bunnies.

CMO Blade says:
Computer: Bridge...Quickly!

Host CO Royce says:
<Self2>:  Yes, yes...we need to get back to getting out of here.  That console is of no use to us... ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Twitches her nose ::   Self: Oooooo I feel strange.

CMO Blade says:
:: Steps off turbolift and onto bridge ::

XO Kelson says:
*CEO* Well whatever your name is...we need to move away from this cloud as quick as the pony express...Can ya manage that, Doc?

TO Horn says:
:: Arrives on the bridge ::

Host Susan B says:
ACTION: Science identifies 2 metallic objects in the center of the gas cloud, each containing four life forms.

XO Kelson says:
:: Suddenly has a craving for carrots ::

CMO Blade says:
:: Quickly administers serum to the XO ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Jumps from hiding and starts trying to eat the TO ::

TO Horn says:
All: Who…I say, who is in charge here.

CEO McGregor says:
XO: Doc? My name is McGregor. I have rerouted power through the harmonic resonator, I think so

TO Horn says:
:: Looks down ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Jumps up to see who is asking that... ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Spots the XO and puts her hand behind her head ::   XO: Hee, I have something Bugs. Two metallic objects near the center of that cloud with ooooooo four lifeforms inside.   :: Giggles ::

TO Horn says:
:: Picks OPS up ::   OPS: Hey there, I say hey there boy. You’re messing my feathers up.

Host CO Royce says:
<self2>:  We are...    :: Jumping alternately self2 and self are... ::

Host Susan B says:
ACTION: Mac and Tosh find themselves being drown closer to one another...their feet growing in length as are their tails.  Slowly they change into two Kangaroos, a mother and her Joey.

OPS Chaser says:
TO : You is a chicken, ‘n I am a chicken hawk, I eat chickens.

CSO Lane says:
:: Blows Bugs a kiss ::

XO Kelson says:
CSO: Lola...any way to communicate with them?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Bounces in the center chair...Joey in her pouch... ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Giggles again ::   XO: I'll see what I can find.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Bounces off the center chair and starts to move around the Bridge... ::

XO Kelson says:
*CEO* Move us out as soon as you can...we have no one up here that can handle the driving up here, doc.

TO Horn says:
OPS: You are confused there son. I am not a chicken.

XO Kelson says:
:: Watches Lola's cute little puff tail wiggle back and forth ::

CEO McGregor says:
*XO* Sir you must release Battle bridge control

OPS Chaser says:
:: Bites Foghorn's finger and runs ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Brushes her long ears with her paws and adjusts the ribbons on the ends ::

XO Kelson says:
*CEO* You got it, Doc...   :: Makes the necessary adjustments ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Watches her little Joey hop out of her pouch and moves to the side keeping a close eye on him as he bounces around the bridge... ::

CEO McGregor says:
:: Scurries to the battle bridge ::

TO Horn says:
All: Ouch!   Self: That boy has a lot to learn.

OPS Chaser says:	
:: Thinks I get in trouble for bouncing on the bridge ::

CSO Lane says:
XO: Could the chicken hawk open a channel or something?   :: Wiggles a little for Bugs ::

Host Susan B says:
ACTION:  Blade begins to change, his black feathers turning to grey fur.  His feet growing long and ears growing long, as he turns into a baby rabbit.

XO Kelson says:
OPS: Hey, chicken hawk...open a channel if you aren't too busy with the big rooster...

CEO McGregor says:
:: Enters the battle bridge. Makes his way to the helm control ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Bounces over to the chicken hawk and watches... ::

Host Susan B says:
ACTION: McGregor's dark face begins to shade the rest of his body as he grows black fur, with a white streak stretching down his back from nose to tail.

CEO McGregor says:
:: Sits at the helm and pushes buttons to move Vesuvius out at 1/4 impulse power ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Watches the objects inside the cloud closely ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Bounces lightly watching the chicken hawk... ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Jumps on the backup console with her lil feet to open a channel ::

OPS Chaser says:	
:: Hops all over the console, just to hop, then hops some more ::

XO Kelson says:
OPS: Hail the vessel inside the cloud, little chicken hawk.

OPS Chaser says:	
:: hops on the open hailing frequency button ::

Host Susan B says:
<Shuttle 1> :: In a garbled voice a duck figure on the screen ::
COMM: Vesuvius: I can't believe we're actually talking to another vessel...I mean you're really there...or is this another trick of the cloud?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Bounces lightly down to the command center to look at the XO ::

CEO McGregor says:
Self : But what is this? There is an odor here I cannot recognize, oooooo I recognize it…It is a skunk.

XO Kelson says:
COMM: Shuttle1: What's up, Doc?  What's your situation?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Bounces lightly listening to the conversation... ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Really wishes he had a carrot ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Blows Bugs another kiss and giggles ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Cheeks flush at Lola's advances ::

Host Susan B says:
<Shuttle 1> COMM: Vesuvius:  We've lost all propulsion, nothing seems to be working and we're changing.  Physically changing every couple of hours.   :: Changes as he speaks into a large black mouse ::

CMO Blade says:
:: Gloomily thumps his foot ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Hearts form in his eyes and his heart can be seen bouncing in his chest ::

Host Susan B says:
ACTION: The sound of an engine humming to life can be heard momentarily, then the ship surges forward slightly as the engine sound fades.

CSO Lane says:
:: Bats her eyes then wiggles again ::

XO Kelson says:
COMM: Shuttle1: Yeah, Doc.  We are in the same boat.  Maybe we can try to get you out of there soon.

XO Kelson says:
OPS: Can we get close enough to put a tractor beam onto the shuttle, Chicken Hawk?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Turns, bouncing lightly to see and hear OPS' response ::

OPS Chaser says:
XO: Sure thing, if fen I do, kin I eat the chicken?   :: Starts hopping on the console again ::	

Host Susan B says:
<Shuttle 1> COMM: Vesuvius:  Our other shuttle is in worse shape.  The only thing they have working now is life support, at least that's what we can infer from sensors.

XO Kelson says:
OPS: He's not a chicken...he's a rooster...and we need him to handle tactical.  So no.

CSO Lane says:
:: Overhears the comm message and checks on the sensors ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Shakes her head no in response to XO... ::

TO Horn says:
:: Starts over the TAC console ::

XO Kelson says:
COMM: Shuttle1: Are you in contact with the other shuttle, Doc?

CEO McGregor says:
Self: Thinks, maybe shields will help...   :: Begins working on raising the shields ::

XO Kelson says:
CSO: Any readings from the other shuttle, Lola my dear?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Bounces to turn and listen to the CSO's answer... ::

CSO Lane says:
XO: The sensors show that the second shuttle has life support only sweetie.

XO Kelson says:
CSO: Thanks, honey bunny...

CSO Lane says:
XO: Oh and they are on battery power.   :: Blushes ::

Host Susan B says:
ACTION: The shields snap into place however the power surge causes more sparks from the OPS console and communications go down.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Mother kangaroo is still standing to the side as she watches her
Joey... ::

XO Kelson says:
All: Well isn't that just a kick in the caboose...

Host CO Royce says:
:: Shakes her head in the affirmative as she continues to bounce lightly in place next to the center chair ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Looks at Bugs longingly and sighs, hearts now taking shape in her eyes ::   Self: What a rabbit!

XO Kelson says:
CSO: We need those communications, Lola honey.  Can you fix them?

CSO Lane says:
XO: I'll try dear.

CEO McGregor says:
:: Begins rotating modulation on the shields to see if the results may increase ::

Host Susan B says:
ACTION: Shields remain in place, modulation rotating as manipulated by Engineering.

CSO Lane says:
:: Works on rerouting the comm systems through science one ::

CSO Lane says:
Self: This is ruining my nails!

XO Kelson says:
TO: Rooster boy...Take helm and let's go get those shuttles.

TO Horn says:
XO: Say there…I say there son, that is not my name.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Claps hands while bouncing lightly in place ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Pictures Foghorn all roasted and plucked for dinner ::

TO Horn says:
XO: That duck told me about you.

XO Kelson says:
TO: Well, whatever your name is now...I need a pilot.  Can your feathered wings handle that you big Maroon?

TO Horn says:
:: Moves to the helm ::

TO Horn says:
Self: Now lets see what we have here.

CEO McGregor says:
*XO* Shields holding ,but if you want to leave here we better go...while the getting is good Mon Ami'

Host Susan B says:	
ACTION: Power flickers at OPS 1, and suddenly sound flickers through the Science console.

TO Horn says:
:: Pushes a few buttons to start the ship moving ::

CMO Blade says:
:: Hops off the bridge and into the turbolift ::

XO Kelson says:
*CEO* We now need to go on a rescue mission, Doc.  Keep those shields up for as long as you can.

CMO Blade says:
Computer: Sickbay.

CSO Lane says:
:: Jumps ::   XO: Ooooo I have something now. I think we have communications back.   :: Starts to hop up and down ::

CEO McGregor says:
*XO* Yes indeed Mon Ami'

Host CO Royce says:
:: Hops in place more excitedly as she hears the CSO and claps her hands... ::

XO Kelson says:
OPS: Get our tractor beam ready to lock on the shuttle, Little hawk...And keep away from the big, fat rooster!

Host CO Royce says:
:: Mother claps her hands still off on the side hoping in place keeping an eye on her Joey ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Little Joey hops over to the big fat rooster and hops in place next to him... ::

CEO McGregor says:
:: Begins to stabilize power grid to warp and impulse engines, maintains shield modulation ::

XO Kelson says:
CSO: I knew you could do it, doll.

OPS Chaser says:	
:: hops ::   XO: Aye :: and starts hopping around programming a tractor
beam ::

Host Susan B says:
ACTION: As the turbo lift doors slide closed, Blade finds himself changing once more...this time into a young bouncy boy.  

Host Susan B says:
ACTION: OPS begins to grow, once more changing form, this time into a young bouncy girl.

CSO Lane says:
XO: Of course I can do it!

CMO Blade says:	
:: Lets out a huge belch that shakes the ship ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Programs a pink polka dot tractor beam and locks it on target ::

OPS Chaser says:
XO: Pink polka dots are my favorite DOTS.

OPS Chaser says:	
XO : I'm so cute.

Host Susan B says:	
ACTION: On the bridge, Lt. Horn begins to change his feathers disappearing as he turns into a young boy.

XO Kelson says:
:: Notices change ::   OPS: As soon as we are in range, lock on to the shuttle.  Polka dots and all.

CEO McGregor says:
*XO* Better hurry Mon Ami'

CMO Blade says:
:: Sings hallelujah with burping ::

Host Susan B says:
ACTION: In Engineering, McGregor's fur turns from black to brown and he begins spinning wildly from console to console as he works.

XO Kelson says:
TO: Back the ship out to safety, doc...

OPS Chaser says:	
:: Begins to program the ship plates to turn polka dots and purple-pink ::

CEO McGregor says:
Self: Rackie sackie. yada, yada, yada, thatttttttt

Host CO Royce says:
:: Hops over to mother on the side of the bridge and hops into the
pouch... ::

Host Susan B says:
ACTION: The tractor beam locks onto the two shuttles.

CEO McGregor says:
*XO* Me like big humming noise from here, Better hurry, get outta here

CSO Lane says:
XO: Oooo you got them.

XO Kelson says:
*CEO* Hey baggy eyes!  Good to hear from you!  Keep at it Taz, old boy.

CEO McGregor says:
*XO* Me not hold power much longer...ack, eek, yack, ack, thttttttt

TO Horn says:
:: Backs the ship out ::

CEO McGregor says:
Self: Baggy eyes!   :: Looks at reflection in console and pulls lower eyelid down and lets it snap back into place...ack, yada, yada, thtttttt

Host Susan B says:
ACTION: The remainder of the bridge crew begin to change, the CO's hair turning bright red, as her form changes to that of a tall slender woman.  The CSO's hair turns jet black as she too changes form into a tall slender woman.  The XO's hair turns bright blonde as he turns changes into a short caveman.

OPS Chaser says:	
:: Programs the food replicator to give out nothing but pink cookies and thinks aren't I cute :

XO Kelson says:
CSO: Hey Betty!  How's those shuttle doin'?

TO Horn says:
:: Sees the women on the bridge:: Hhheeeeellllllllllllllloooooooooooooooooooo Nurse!!!!

CSO Lane says:
XO: Oh Barney, have you seen Bam-Bam? Oh the shuttles are fine.

XO Kelson says:
CSO: I'm sure he's around here somewhere.

OPS Chaser says:	
:: Starts re-programing ships consoles with the Warner Bros. symbol ::

CSO Lane says:
CO: Wilma: Is Bam-Bam playing with Pebbles again?

XO Kelson says:
TO: Take us to a safe distance, there, ah...whatever you are.

CMO Blade says:
:: Lays on the ground as lightning hits him and Yakko ::

TO Horn says:
Wilma: So do you come here often?

Host CO Royce says:
CSO:  I don't know where those two ran off to, Betty...probably somewhere with Dino

Host Susan B says:
ACTION: Shields begin to fluctuate as the tractor beam remains locked on target.

CMO Blade says:	
::heeellllooooo nurse walks out of the turbolift::

TO Horn says:
XO: You know anvils have been to known to just drop from nowhere.

CEO McGregor says:
:: Sees the fluctuation and regulates power ::

OPS Chaser says:	
:: Starts dances around the bridge plastering Warner Bros. symbols every where to the beat of Turkey in the Straw ::

TO Horn says:
XO: Usually I just think about it and there ya go.

CEO McGregor says:
:: Begins to spin violently ::

TO Horn says:
:: Moves the ship away ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Rushes over to the XO ::   XO: Oh Barney, we have to find Bam-Bam.

XO Kelson says:
TO: I've worked in a quarry all my life, son.  I've had lots of hard rocks fall on top of me.

XO Kelson says:
CSO: It's okay, Betty dear...we'll find him soon enough...

Host Susan B says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

